Southeast University (SEU) organized a Discussion Meeting and Cultural Program to observe the Victory Day 2018 on 17 December 2018 at SEU

National Conference on Enhancing Quality of Higher Education at SEU

Southeast University (SEU) organized a National Conference on "Enhancing Quality of Higher Education" on 22 September 2018 at SEU Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. A.N.M. Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU presided over the Inaugural and Closing Session.

Prof. Mesbahuddin Ahmed, Chairman of Bangladesh Accreditation Council inaugurated the conference as the Chief Guest. Prof. Dr. Sanjoy Kumar Adhikary, Head of Quality Assurance Unit, HEQEP-UGC and Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative Member of BoT Office, SEUT, Deans, Chairmen, Directors, faculty members and officials of various departments were present in the conference.

Welcome speech and vote of thanks was given by Prof. Dr. M A Hakim, Director of IQAC, SEU. Among others, Prof. Dr. AFM Ma/f_izul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office, SEUT, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor of SEU, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar were present on behalf of Southeast University and Ms. Huang Juying, Vice Dean, Ms. Deng Chunmei, Vice Director, Mr. Chen Yong, Professor, and a number of students were present on behalf of Chongqing City Management College, China. Among others, Prof. Dr. Md. Akhtar Hossain, Member of UGC, attended the Closing Session as the Chief Guest. Welcome speech and vote of thanks was given by Prof. Dr. M. A. Hakim, Director of IQAC, SEU.

MoU Signed Between SEU and English Olympiad

Southeast University (SEU) and English Olympiad (EO) signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on September 5, 2018 in order to extend mutual academic cooperation. Under the MoU, SEU students and faculty members will get opportunities to study and conduct research.

Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor of SEU, Mr. Mohammad Imtiaj, Director of BCPR, Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS, Ms. Deepti Sarkar, Assistant Director, Department of Admission & Promotion, Mr. Ratul Roy, Rajshahi Regional Coordinator of English Olympiad on behalf of EO signed the MoU.

SEU Signs MoU with CCM College, China

Southeast University (SEU), Bangladesh and Chongqing City Management College (CCMC), China signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on 17th December 2018 at SEU Conference Room, Banani in order to extend mutual academic cooperation. Under the MoU, SEU students and faculty members will get opportunities to study and conduct research.

Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative of BoT, SEUT, Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. AFM Mafzul Islam, Adviser to BoT & Head of BoT Office, SEUT, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar were present on behalf of Southeast University and Ms. Huang Juying, Vice Dean, Ms. Deng Chunmei, Vice Director, Mr. Chen Yong, Professor, and a number of students were present on behalf of Chongqing City Management College, China. Among others, Prof. Dr. Yousuf Mahbubul Islam, Vice Chancellor of Daffodil International University, Prof. Dr. Sanjoy Kumar Adhikary, Head of Quality Assurance Unit, HEQEP-UGC and Dr. S M Moazzum Kabir, Professor, Department of Marketing, Rajshahi University gave their presentation. Prof. Dr. M. A. Hakim, Director of IQAC, SEU.

Southeast University Celebrates the Victory Day

Southeast University (SEU) organized a Discussion Meeting and Cultural Program to observe the Victory Day 2018 on 17 December 2018 at SEU
MoU with CCM College
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Deans and senior officials from both the universities graced the occasion with their presence. At the end, a cultural program was performed by the students of CCMC.

MoU with English Olympiad
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EO, Mr. Abdullah-Al-Zarof, National Event Coordinator of EO and Mr. Sadman Sakib Nadvi, Chief Marketing Architect of EO graced the occasion with their presence.

National Conference
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BoT, SEU Trust graced the Inaugural Session as the Special Guests. Three Business Session held where Prof. Dr. Saiful Islam, Vice Chancellor of BUET chaired the first session and Prof. Dr. Sanjoy Kumar Adhikary, Head of Quality Assurance Unit, HEQEP-UGC and Dr. S M Kabir, Professor, Department of Marketing, Rajshahi University gave their presentation. Prof. Dr. Yousuf Mahbubul Islam, Vice Chancellor of Daffodil International University chaired the second session and Dr. M. Nazmul Haque, Former Professor, Institute of Education & Research (IER), University of Dhaka and Dr. Kazi K. Shahidullah, Assistant Professor, Bangladesh University of Professionals gave their presentation. Prof. Dr. M. Omar Rahman, Vice Chancellor of Independent University, Bangladesh chaired the third session and Dr. Mahbub Ahsan Khan, Professor, Institute of Education & Research (IER), University of Dhaka and Dr. Zulfikar Rahman, Professor, Dept. of Agriculture Extension Education, Bangladesh Agricultural University gave their presentation.

Prof. Dr. Md. Akhtar Hossain, Member of UGC, attended the Closing Session as the Chief Guest and Prof. Dr. Sanjoy Kumar Adhikary, Head, Quality Assurance Unit, HEQEP-UGC as the Special Guest. Welcome speech and vote of thanks was given by Prof. Dr. M A Hakim, Director of IQAC of SEU. Among others, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor of SEU, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar of SEU, Deans, Chairmen, Directors, faculty members and officials of various departments were present in the conference.
Institutional Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC), SEU organized a training program on ‘Mastering Computer Skills in the Work Place’ for the 2nd Batch and 3rd Batch of administrative employees at the Computer Lab, Main Building, Banani on 30 August & 01 September and 13 & 15 September 2018 respectively. A number of 68 administrative employees attended the training programs. The training was focused on the different task of ‘Microsoft Office’ program.

Mr. Md. Anowar Hossain Fakir, Trainer and Lead Consultant at Training Bangla was the trainer. At the end of the training certificates were distributed to the participants by Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director of IQAC in presence of Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS.

Victory Day
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the program while eminent writer and academician Prof. Dr. Muhammed Zafar Iqbal was the Chief Guest. Ms. Kohinoor Akhter Shuchanda, famous Bangladeshi actress was the Special Guest. Prof. Dr. M. A. Hakim, Director of IQAC, SEU delivered the Welcome Speech. Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative of BoT, SEUT and Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar also addressed in the program. Among others, Prof. Dr. AFM Ma/f_izul Islam, Adviser of BoT, SEUT & Head of BoT office also addressed the students.

Mr. Md. Sharif Uddin, Principal, Uttara Model College was the Special Guest. Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar of SEU welcomed newly enrolled students. Prof. Dr. AKM Waliul Islam, Dean of SASS introduced respective faculty members to the students. Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser of BoT, SEUT & Head of BoT office also addressed the students. Among others, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro-Vice Chancellor of SEU, Deans, Chairmen, faculty members, officials, newly enrolled students and their guardians were present in the program.

SASS Organized Freshers’ Reception & Orientation Program

Hon’ble VC, SEU and Ms. Tasmima Hossain, Editor of Daily Ittefaq are seen among the SEU top management

Freshers’ Reception & Orientation Program of the newly admitted students of Fall Semester 2018 under the School of Arts & Social Sciences (SASS) of Southeast University (SEU) held on 30 September 2018 at the SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka.

Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the program while Ms. Tasmima Hossain, Editor of Daily Ittefaq was present in the program as Chief Guest. Mr. Md. Sharif Uddin, Principal, Uttara Model College was the Special Guest. Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar of SEU welcomed newly enrolled students. Prof. Dr. AKM Waliul Islam, Dean of SASS introduced respective faculty members to the students. Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser of BoT, SEUT & Head of BoT office also addressed the students. Among others, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro-Vice Chancellor of SEU, Deans, Chairmen, faculty members, officials, newly enrolled students and their guardians were present in the program.
SSE Organized Freshers’ Reception & Orientation Program

Freshers’ Reception & Orientation Program of the newly admitted students for Fall Semester 2018 under the School of Science & Engineering (SSE) of Southeast University (SEU) held on 1 October 2018 in the Seminar Hall at its Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka.

Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar of SEU welcomed newly enrolled students. He discussed about rules, regulations and facilities of the University. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the program while Mr. K. M. Rezaul Hasanat, Chairman & CEO of Viyellatex Group was present in the program as Chief Guest. He inspired the students to make best use of their University life. Mr. Arif Ahmed, Principal of Dhaka Imperial College attended the program as Special Guest. Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean of School of Science & Engineering introduced respective faculty members to the students. Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Advisor to BoT and Head of BoT Office also addressed the students.

Among others, Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative Member of BoT, SEUT, Chairmen, faculty members, officials, newly enrolled students and their guardians were present in the program.

Seminar on Third National Drug Policy and Its Impact in the Health Sector of Bangladesh at SEU

Department of Pharmacy of Southeast University (SEU) organized a seminar titled “The Third National Drug Policy and Its Impact in the Health Sector of Bangladesh” on 22 October 2018 at the SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the seminar while Maj Gen Md. Mustafizur Rahman, Director General, Directorate General of Drug Administration (DGDA), Ministry of Health & Family Affairs attended the seminar as Chief Guest. Dr. Md. Siddiqul Islam, Chairman of Pharmacy

Youth Leadership Training
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cause of society. Through these projects, they want to bring a visible change to the society. Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Director, BBA Program & Ms. Afreen Ahmad Hasnain, Assistant Moderator of BIF were present in the session. All participants will receive a certificate as per the Active Citizens policy.

SBS Orientation
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program as Special Guest. Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor & Dean of the School of Business Studies introduced respective faculty members to the students. Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office and Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Director of BBA program were also addressed the students. Among others, Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative of BoT, SEUT, Deans, Chairmen, faculty members, officials, newly enrolled students and their guardians were present in the program.
SBS Organized Freshers’ Reception & Orientation Program

Freshers’ Reception & Orientation Program of the newly admitted students of BBA program of Fall Semester 2018 under the School of Business Studies (SBS) of Southeast University (SEU) held on 4 October 2018 at the SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka.

Maj Gen (Retd) Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed, Registrar of SEU welcomed newly enrolled students. He discussed about rules, regulations and facilities of the University. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the program while Prof. M E H Arif, Founder, Misir Ali Khan Memorial College & M E H Arif College, Gazipur was present in the program as Chief Guest. Mr. PAK KYONG CHOL, DCM & Counselor, Embassy of D.P.R of Korea Bangladesh attended the opening class.

Among others, Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Hon’ble Representative of Board of Trustees, SEU Trust, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar, SEU, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, Faculty of Science & Engineering, Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director, IQAC and Mr. Mohammad Imtiaj, Director of BCPR were present in the inaugural session.

Certificate Course
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Department (BCPR) of Southeast University (SEU) was held on 17 October 2018 at the SEU Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Mesbahuddin Ahmed, Chairman, Bangladesh Accreditation Council, Prof. Dr. Sanjoy Kumar Adhikary, Head, HEQEP-UGC attended the Closing Workshop of IQAC Project at SEU.

Closing Workshop of IQAC Project at SEU

Prof. Mesbahuddin Ahmed, Chairman, Bangladesh Accreditation Council, Prof. Dr. Sanjoy Kumar Adhikary, Head of Quality Assurance Unit, HEQEP-UGC attended the Closing Workshop. Dr. M A Hakim, Director of IQAC of SEU gave the Welcome Speech and presented the achievements of IQAC Project. Heads of Self-Assessment Committee (SAC) of all Academic departments of SEU addressed in the workshop.

National Road Safety Day
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October 2018 at Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar, Dr. Reznab Nahar, Director of BBA Program, Mr. Ehteshamul Hoq, Asst. Moderator of SSC, Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS and members of Social Services Club attended the rally.

Advanced Power Point
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Dhaka. A total of 30 SEU students from different departments participated in the training. The participants have learnt how to prepare Power Point presentation, including animation in the Power Point presentation and tips & tricks to use advanced Power Point tools. Mr. Md. Anowar Hossain Fakir, Trainer & Lead Consultant, Training Bangla was the Trainer. Participants were provided certificates at the end of the training.

Southeast University (SEU) Institutional Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) organized a day long “Closing Workshop of IQAC Project” on 31 October 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. A.N.M. Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU presided over all the Sessions.

Prof. Mesbahuddin Ahmed, Chairman of Bangladesh Accreditation Council inaugurated the workshop as the Chief Guest. Prof. Dr. Sanjoy Kumar Adhikary, Head of Quality Assurance Unit, HEQEP-UGC graced the Inaugural Session as the Special Guest. Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative Member of BoT, SEU Trust also addressed in the workshop. Mr. Maksud Un Nabi, Staff Reporter of Channel 24 was the Resource Person. A number of 20 students attended the opening class.

Among others, Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative of BoT, SEUT, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar, Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director, IQAC and Mr. Mohammad Imtiaj, Director of BCPR were present in the inaugural session.

Third National Drug Policy
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Department (BCPR) of Southeast University (SEU) was held on 17 October 2018 at the SEU Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar, Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Director of BBA Program, Mr. Ehteshamul Hoq, Asst. Moderator of SSC, Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS and members of Social Services Club attended the rally.
Orientation Program of the newly admitted students of MBA program of Fall Semester 2018 under the Southeast Business School (SBS) held on 9 October 2018 at the SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar of SEU welcomed newly enrolled students. He discussed about rules, regulations and facilities of the University. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the program while Mr. Md. Eunusur Rahman, Senior Secretary (PRL) of Financial Institutions Division, Ministry of Finance attended the program as Chief Guest.

Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor and Mr. A.S. Nooruddin Ahmed, Director of MBA Program also addressed the students. Among others, Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative of BoT, SEUT, Deans, Chairmen, faculty members, officials, newly enrolled students and their guardians were present in the program.

Institute of Research and Training (IRT) of Southeast University (SEU) in collaboration with Department of Pharmacy, SEU organized a Research Paper presentation session in the name of “Research Adda” on 13 September, 2018 at Seminar Library of Pharmacy Department Banani, Dhaka.

The program started with the welcome speech by Dr. Syed Abdulla Al Mamun, Director of IRT. Dr. A. K. M. Moyeenul Huq, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Pharmacy presented his research work titled ‘Health Benefit of a Phytoestrogen Containing Herb as Potential Phytotherapy in Post-menopausal Women’. Eighteen faculty members and 10 students from Pharmacy department were present in the program and participated in interactive discussion on different aspects of presented paper and research issues. Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean, School of Science and Engineering and Dr. Md. Siddiqul Islam, Chairman, Department of Pharmacy were also present in the program.

Democracy Olympiad
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Director of CPDS, SEU were present along with distinguished guests to guide and evaluate the participants.

The 10 students winner received crest and a total of 90 SEU students got certificates for successful participation. Dr. Farhana Ferdousi, Moderator of Southeast University Business Innovation Forum & Assistant Professor of SBS guided the program.
**NoSQL and its application**
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After the Welcome Speech given by Ashiqur Rahman, Assistant professor, Department of CSE, the first session on “NoSQL and it’s Application” was conducted by Mr. Monirul Hasan, Senior Lecturer of the Department of CSE. The first part of the second session was on “Big-data Analytics: Trends of data in already existing systems” which was conducted by Mr. Md. Mijanur Rahman, Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science and Engineering.

The second part of this session was conducted by Ms. Kimia Aksir, Lecturer, Department of Computer Science and Engineering where the main focus was “Data Interpretation for Data Mining” and later in the same session, hands-on exercises on data mining algorithms using data mining tools were carried out. All the faculty members of the Department of Computer Science and Engineering were present and actively participated in both the sessions.

**Closing Workshop**
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presented their improvement plans in the 2nd session.

Prof. Dr. Sanjoy Kumar Adhikary, Head, Quality Assurance Unit, HEQEP-UGC attended the Closing Session as the Chief Guest. Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office addressed in the Ending Session. Vote of Thanks was given by Prof. Dr. M A Hakim, Director of IQAC of SEU. Among others, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor of SEU, Maj Gen Kazi Fakruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar of SEU, Deans, Chairmen, Directors, faculty members and officials of various departments were present in the conference.

**Physics Olympiad**
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Bangladesh Physics Olympiad Central Committee and Prof. Dr. Arshad Momen, Coach, Bangladesh Physics Olympiad Central Committee were present at that time.

Registered students took part in the examination in a festive manner. Students also visited departments of SEU. Later, a Question-Answer session held and Certificates and Prizes were awarded to the winners.
Southeast University (SEU) organized a seminar titled “Significance of Case Study in Business Education: Use of Local Cases” on 22 November 2018 at SEU Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka.

Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the seminar while Mr. Monzurul Haque, Chairman & Managing Director of Org-Quest Research Ltd. delivered the keynote speech. Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office and Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor also addressed in the seminar. Among others, Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative member of BoT, SEUT, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar, faculty members and students were present in the seminar.

Southeast University Nature and Environment Club (SEUNEC) in association with SEU Tourism & Photography Club and Cultural club organized “SEU Nature Fest 2018” on 8 December at SEU Seminar Hall, Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the session while Dr. Mubarak Ahmad Khan, Renowned Scientist and Scientific Advisor, BJMC was the Chief Guest. Mr. Abu Naser Khan, Chairman of PoBA was the Special Guest.

Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor delivered the welcome speech. Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative of BoT, SEUT also addressed in the program. Among others, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd.), Registrar, Deans, Chairmen, Principals from various Colleges, Faculty Members, Officials and Students attended the program.

The program ended by giving awards to the winners of Poster, Quiz & Photography competition and Vote of Thanks from Ms. Jubaida Gulshan Ara, Moderator of SEUNEC. Students from SEU and 20 Colleges across the country participated in the competition.
Department of Bangla Language & Literature of Southeast University (SEU) organized “Nobanno Utshab 1425” on 10 December 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the session while Eminent Film Actress Ms. Sarah Begum Kobori and Poet Rubi Rahman were the Guest of Honors. Prof. Dr. Khalad Hossain, Department of Bangla, Jahangirnagar University was the Keynote Speaker. Dr. Rakibul Hassan, Chairman, Dept. of Bangla delivered the Welcome Speech.

Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative of BoT, SEUT also addressed in the program. Among others, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, Maj Gen Kazi Fakruddin Ahmed (Retd.), Registrar, Deans, Chairmen, Faculty Members, Officials and Students attended Nobanno Utshab 1425

Department of Branding, Communication and Public Relations (BCPR), in association with Language & Literature Club of Southeast University (SEU) organized a Math Olympiad at Nazrul College Auditorium, Trishal, Mymensingh on 27 July 2018.

Department of Branding, Communication and Public Relations (BCPR), in association with Language & Literature Club of Southeast University (SEU) organized a workshop titled “Bangla Pronunciation” on 12 December 2018 at the SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. A good number of faculty members and administrative staffs from academic and non-academic departments and selected students from different departments of Southeast University participated in the workshop.

The workshop was conducted by Dr. Bhaswar Banerjee, Eminent Reciter and Former Executive Director, National Institute of Mass Communication (NIMC). He described about common mistakes and methodology of Bangla pronunciation in every sector of our life.
Southeast University (SEU) signed an MoU with Haji Abed Ali Degree College on 11 September 2018 at Narsingdi, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor of SEU signed on behalf of Southeast University and Mr. A. K Ahsan Mahbub, Principal of Haji Abed Ali Degree College signed on behalf of his institution.

Mr. Mohammad Imtiaz, Director of BCPR, Mr. Mohammad Tariq Al Jalil, Deputy Secretary of BoT & Ms. Deepti Sarkar, Assistant Director, Department of Admission & Promotion of SEU were present on behalf of Southeast University. This MoU will be mutually beneficial for both the parties. They will be able to exchange faculty members as resource persons for knowledge sharing. Students of Haji Abed Ali Degree College will get the opportunity for admission in certain disciplines of SEU. They can also participate in various programs of SEU. The MoU will remain effective for five years and may be renewed with the consent of both the parties.

The Hunger Project Bangladesh organized a quiz competition in association with Southeast University Business Innovation Forum titled "Democracy Olympiad" regarding democracy issues of Bangladesh based on the constitution on 9 December 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Banani, Dhaka.

Mr. Dilip Kumar Sarkar, Central Coordinator of Sujon and Program Officer of The Hunger Project, Mr. Murshikul Islam Shimul, Regional Coordinator of Sujon and Regional Coordinator of The Hunger Project and Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin Jamy, Deputy Director, CPDS were present on behalf of Southeast University.

This MoU will be mutually beneficial for both the parties. They will be able to exchange faculty members as resource persons for knowledge sharing. Students of Haji Abed Ali Degree College will get the opportunity for admission in certain disciplines of SEU. They can also participate in various programs of SEU. The MoU will remain effective for five years and may be renewed with the consent of both the parties.

Southeast University (SEU) Career & Professional Development Services Department (CPDS), in association with Creative IT Institute organized a workshop on "Digital Marketing" on 17 October 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Mr. Golam Mostafa Enam, Head of Digital Marketing Department and Mr. Nazib Rafe, Head of Business Development, from Creative IT Institute were the trainers of the workshop. The workshop aimed to provide proper instructions and guidelines to be a skilled employee, freelancer, entrepreneur, and self-reliant individual.

Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director, CPDS was present in the workshop and spoke about the importance of social media marketing, online marketplaces, self-branding in social media and so on. More than 150 students from different departments of Southeast University participated in the workshop.

Training on Basic SPSS was held on 22 November 2018 in Computer lab with a team of intern and students of Business Research course. The training was designed and conducted by Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Asst. Prof. and Director of BBA Program with an objective to analyze primary data and equip the students to write analysis and finding sections of their report.
A workshop on "Curriculum Development of Brain Science and Engineering" was held on 18 December 2018 at the SEU Conference Room, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of Southeast University was the Chief Guest while Engr. SM Mahabub Alam, MD and CEO of Massive Star Studio Ltd. was the key Resource Person.

In the workshop, the necessity of introducing Brain Science and Engineering course in the undergraduate or post graduate programs was discussed. Emphasis was also given on brain research and participants opined that industry should come forward on investing research and development projects on brain engineering.

32 participants attended the program from 16 different universities including AIUB, NSU, IUT, IUB, IUBAT, BRAC, ULAB, NUB, PAU, UIU etc. From SEU, Prof. Dr. Engr. Muhibul Haque Bhuyan, Chairman of EEE Department, Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS and Ms. Deepti Sarkar, Assistant Director of Admission & Promotion Department were present in the workshop.

Southeast University Collaboration Meeting With FIU, USA

A collaboration meeting between Southeast University (SEU) and Florida International University (FIU) was held on 20 December 2018 at SEU Conference Room, Banani, Dhaka. Mr. John L. Volakis, Professor and Dean of FIU, USA was present in the meeting. Mr. John said that the institution is looking forward for mutual cooperation with SEU.

Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU, Prof. Dr. Engr. Muhibul Haque Bhuyan, Chairman of EEE Department, Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS and Ms. Deepti Sarkar, Assistant Director of Admission & Promotion Department were present in the meeting on behalf of Southeast University.
SEU Business Innovation Forum Paid Tribute to the Martyrs of 1971

Notable writer and academician, Prof. Dr. Muhammed Zafar Iqbal, Renowned Bangladeshi actress Ms. Kohinoor Akhter Shuchanda and Hon’ble Representative Member, BoT, Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury are seen with other distinguished faculty members and administrative officials.

SEU will Organize ACM-ICPC Dhaka Regional & ICCIT 2019

Southeast University (SEU) has recently announced to organize the "Association of Computing Machinery-International Collegiate Programming Contest (ACM-ICPC) Dhaka Regional 2019" in October 2019 in collaboration with ICPC Scout Team. A meeting was held where Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor, Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative Member of BoT, SEU Trust, Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office, SEUT, Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean, School of Science & Engineering and Mr. Shahriar Manzoor, Associate Professor of CSE Department were present on behalf of SEU. Prof. William B. Poucher, ICPC Executive Director, Prof. Jeff Donahoo, ICPC Deputy Executive Director and Prof. C. Jinshong Hwang, Director of Asia Contests were present on behalf of ICPC Scout Team.

SEU also announced to organize the 22nd International Conference on Computer and Information Technology (ICCIT) 2019 in December 2019.

Learning Session on Career in Freelancing at SEU

Department of Career and Professional Development Services (CPDS) of Southeast University (SEU) organized a learning session on “Career in Freelancing” conducted by “Shikhbe Shobai” on 29 October 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Banani, Dhaka. Mr. Raiyan Sofwan, Co-Founder and Head of Career Development, Shikhbe Shobai Solutions and Mr. Ahetesham Shimanta, Career Developer & Mentor, Shikhbe Shobai Solutions were the resource persons of the learning sessions. They discussed Freelancing in details and its future and also the pros and cons of Freelancing and benefits of creative skill development.

A country like Bangladesh where the major part of the educated generation is still unemployed and looking for jobs at every moment, there Freelancing is one of the best ways to develop a career and earn a lot without depending on others. The unique and one of the best training institute “Shikhbe Shobai” is working to reduce the unemployment issue by introducing freelancing and involving people to earn through freelancing jobs. A total of 50 students from different departments of SEU attended the session.

কবিতাপাঠের আসর
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পৃষ্টক, তা ও নয়ন চমৎকার বাংলা কবিতাপাঠ করেন। শিক্ষার্থীদের কবিতাপাঠ শেষে বিভাগের শিক্ষক গোষ্ঠী শরমিনীর নায়ার, সহকারী অধ্যাপক ডি. হামিদা বেগম কবিতাপাঠ করেন। কবিতাপাঠ শেষে প্রধান অধ্যাপক অমরা কবির বক্তা হন। তিনি বাংলা ও সাহিত্যের সচরাচর শহীদদের শেখা কবিতা এবং অমরা বাংলা ভাষা ও সাহিত্যের শিক্ষার দিকে দীর্ঘ এই ঐতিহ্যের ধারক ও বাঙালি এই কথাটি উপলব্ধি করেন। শেষে সমাপ্তি ডি. রকিবুল হক সমালোচক এই আয়োজনের জন্য সমাপ্তি গৃহস্থান জাপন করে অনুষ্ঠানের সমাপ্তি ঘোষণা করেন।
National Road Safety Day Observed at SEU

Social Services Club (SSC) and Career & Professional Development Services (CPDS) of Southeast University (SEU) organized a rally to observe the “National Road Safety Day 2018” on 22nd March 2018.

Certificate Course on Print & Broadcast Journalism Started at SEU

Inauguration of two month long Certificate Course on Print and Broadcast Journalism under the School of Arts and Social Sciences (SASS) in association with Branding, Communication and Public Relations.

Day long On-site Training on Outcome-Based Education at SEU

A day long on-site training on “Outcome-Based Education (OBE)” for the faculty members of EEE, CSE and TE programs under the School of Science and Engineering (SSE) of Southeast University (SEU) was held on 1 December 2018 at SEU Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. Arshad M. Chowdhury, Dean, School of Engineering and Physical Sciences, North South University was the trainer. He talked about program accreditation, introduction to BAETE (Board of Accreditation for Engineering and Technical Education), objectives of accreditation, policy and procedure, accreditation criteria of BAETE. A good number of faculty members of EEE, CSE and TE programs were present in the training including Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean of SSE and Chair of CSE, Prof Syed Fakhrul Hassan, Chair of TE and Prof. Dr. Engr. Mukibul Haque Bhuyan, Chair of EEE. Besides, Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser, BoT and Head of BoT Office, SEUT was present in the training program.

Training Program on Advanced Power Point & Animation at SEU

Department of Career and Professional Development Services (CPDS) of Southeast University (SEU) organized a day-long training on ‘Advanced Power Point & Animation’ on 6th December 2018 at SBS Computer Lab, Banani, Dhaka.
Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor of Southeast University (SEU) attended an international symposium titled "The Development of Society and Welfare of the Mankind" held in KIM IL Sung University, Korea on 25 September 2018. He also presented a research paper titled "Factors Influencing Social Entrepreneurship and its impact on Socio-economic Progress of Bangladesh". Academicians from 21 countries including Russia, Germany, Italy, China, South Korea, Indonesia, Belgium, North Korea, India, Cambodia and others attended the symposium.

Department of Textile Engineering of Southeast University (SEU) organized a seminar titled "Application of Industrial Engineering in Textile Education" on 15 October 2018 at the Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka.

A collaboration meeting between Southeast University (SEU) and Berlin School of Business and Innovation, Germany took place at Department of Career and Professional Development Services (CPDS) on 16 October 2018. A representative from Berlin School of Business and Innovation, Mr. Alexander Zeitelhack, Associate Dean, expressed his keenness for mutual cooperation with Southeast University. The team also met Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice-Chancellor of SEU.

A conference titled "Leader's Conference on Brain Engineering 2018" was held in the campus of American International University-Bangladesh (AIUB) on 13 October 2018. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of Southeast University (SEU) attended the conference as Special Guest. MassiveStar Studio Ltd organized the conference where Prof. Dr. Carmen Z Lamagna, Vice Chancellor of AIUB welcomed guests and speakers.

MoU with Misir Ali Khan Memorial College
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resource persons for knowledge sharing. Students of Misir Ali Khan Memorial College & M E H Arif College will get the opportunity for admission in certain disciplines of SEU. They can also participate in various programs of SEU. The MoU will remain effective for five years and may be renewed with the consent of both the parties.
VIVO Takes an on-Campus Recruitment Test at SEU

Vivo Mobile Company (BD) Ltd., a quickly expanded smart-phone developer and manufacture company in Bangladesh and South-East Asia market, catches Southeast University (SEU) fresh graduates on job opportunity and ongoing students on an intern opportunity at SEU premises. The on-campus recruitment test took place at SEU Conference Room, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka on 14 October 2018.

A team from VIVO lead by Ms. Sherry, Head of HR, Vivo Mobile Company (BD) Ltd. conducted the recruitment test in association with Department of Career and Professional Development Services (CPDS).

SEU Signed MoU with Misir Ali Khan Memorial College & M E H Arif College

Southeast University (SEU) signed an MoU with Misir Ali Khan Memorial College & M E H Arif College on 4 October 2018 at SEU Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Moshqut Uddin, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor of SEU signed the MoU on behalf of Southeast University. Prof. M E H Arif, Founder, Misir Ali Khan Memorial College & M E H Arif College, Gazipur signed on behalf of M E H Arif College and Mr. Masum Hossain, Principal, Misir Ali Khan Memorial College signed on behalf of his institution.

Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor of SEU and Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar of SEU were present on behalf of Southeast University. Prof. Nazrul Islam, from M E H Arif College and Mr. Md. Ibrahim Dewan, Executive Committee Member from M E H Arif Institute were present on behalf their institution. This MoU will be mutually beneficial for both the parties. They will be able to exchange faculty members as students of SEU will get the internship opportunity in this company.

Professor Meer Mobashsher Ali, Chairman, Dept. of Architecture, Mr. Mohammad Imtiaj, Director of BCPR, Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS, Mr. M. Yasin Mia, General Manager of EZ Card were also present in the ceremony.

Institute of Research and Training organized “Research Adda”

Institute of Research & Training (IRT) of Southeast University (SEU) in collaboration with Department of Economics, SEU organized a Research

MoU Signing Ceremony Between SEU & EZ Card at SEU

A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between Southeast University and EZ Card on 23 September 2018 at SEU Conference Room, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Moshqut Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU signed the MoU on behalf of Southeast University (SEU) and Prof. Dr. Md. Ruhul Amin, Chairman, Good Health International Limited signed on behalf of EZ Card. Under the MoU,
A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between Southeast University (SEU) and Syntech Solution Ltd. on 20 September 2018 at SEU Conference Room, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU presided over the ceremony and signed the MoU on behalf of Southeast University. Mr. Md. Faruk Uddin, CEO of Syntech Solution Ltd. signed the MoU on behalf of his company. Under the MoU, CSE graduates of SEU will get the internship opportunity and part-time or full-time job placement to this software development company.

Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative Member of BoT, SEU Trust, Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro-VC, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar of SEU, Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean, School of Science & Engineering, Mr. Shahriar Manzoor, Chairman of CSE, Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative Member of BoT, SEU Trust, Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro-VC, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar of SEU, Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean, School of Science & Engineering, Mr. Shahriar Manzoor, Chairman of CSE, Mr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director, IQAC present in the session as a panel of experts. Among others, Chairmen and Directors of various departments were also present at the presentation session.

Institute of Research and Training (IRT) of Southeast University (SEU) organized a presentation session on “Research Proposals” and “Draft Final Reports” on 11 September, 2018 at SEU Conference Room, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Total six faculties from different departments of SEU provided their presentations on six different topics.

Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BOT and Head of BOT office, SEUT and Head of Executive Committee (EC), IRT chaired the session. Prof. Dr. AKM Waliul Islam, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences (SASS) and Prof. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean, School of Science & Engineering (SSE) were present in the session and gave their valuable suggestions. Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director, IQAC present in the session as a panel of experts. Among others, Chairmen and Directors of various departments were also present at the presentation session.

Southeast University Debate Team won the battle against Sher-E-Bangla Agricultural University Debate Team in UCB Public Parliament Debate-2018 on 15 September 2018 at ATN Bangla Studio, FDC, Dhaka.

The debate has been organized by Debate for Democracy in collaboration with ATN Bangla. The participants from SEU were, Ashraful Alam Munna as the opposition leader, Md. Mejbaur Rahman Miju as deputy leader and Azizur Rahman as a Member of the Parliament.

The team was mentored by Ms. Madiha Khan, Moderator of SEUDC and Mr. Kazi Parvez Jibon, Assistant Moderator of SEUDC with assistance of the Department of Career and Professional Development Services (CPDS), SEU.
Pharmacy Club of Southeast University (SEU) organized a poster presentation program in the name of "Know Your Medicinal Plants" on 20 September 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka.

The program started with the welcome speech by Dr. Md. Siddiquil Islam, Chairman, Department of Pharmacy. Prof. Dr. A.N.M. Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the program while Mr. M. Shahabuddin Kabir Choudhuri, Professor, Department of Pharmacy, Jahangirnagar University was the Resource Person.

20 students from Pharmacy department presented their posters on the said title. Among others, Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative Member of BoT, SEU Trust, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar, Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean, School of Science and Engineering, Prof. ABM Faroque, Adviser of Pharmacy department, Ms. Israt Jahan Bulbul, Assistant Professor and Moderator of Pharmacy Club, faculty members and students of Pharmacy department were also present in the program.

Nobanno Utshab 1425
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attended the program. Later on, a poetry recitation session of eminent poets, cultural program and 'Pitha Utshab' were organized after the inaugural session.

Syntech Solution Ltd.
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Mr. Md. Wadud Ahmed FCA, Director of Finance, Mr. Mohammad Imtiaj, Director of BCPR, Mr. Mohammad Tarik Al Jalil, Deputy Secretary of BoT, Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS and distinguished guests and faculty members graced the ceremony with their presence.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between Southeast University (SEU) and Daily Star, a leading English newspaper of Bangladesh on 26 September 2018 at Daily Star Office, Kazi Nazrul Islam Avenue, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office of SEU Trust presided over the ceremony and signed the MoU on behalf of Southeast University. Mr. Mizanur Rahman, General Manager (Finance & Admin) of Daily Star signed the MoU on behalf of his daily. Under the MoU, The Daily Star will provide features and necessary PR support for Southeast University. Daily Star will also considered to be media partner of events organized by Southeast University.

Among others, Mr. Wahid Hossain Siddiquey Chief Coordinator-Cum-Secretary of BoT, SEU Trust, Mr. Mohammad Imtiaj, Director of BCPR from Southeast University and Mr. Sher-Ali, General Manager (Business Development) and Mr. Tajdin Hassan, Head of Marketing from Daily Star graced the ceremony with their presence.

Sixty students of the Department of Economics, Southeast University (SEU) participated in a day-long training session titled “Implementation of SDGs and Financial Literacy for the Youth” organized by Sustainable Finance Department of Bangladesh Bank at the head office of IFIC Bank Limited at Purana Paltan, Dhaka on 6 October 2018. The aim of the training was to facilitate a training session and to enlighten youths on Basics of banking and Financial literacy.

The program consisted of five sessions including Overview of Banking sector, Basic of Banking, Digitization in Banking, Financial Literacy and Overview of SDGs in context of Bangladesh in brief. Mr. Md. Shahidul Islam, Lecturer, Department of Economics accompanied the students. The students were highly benefitted and opined that such type of programs have widen their knowledge on the concurrent issues.
Southeast University (SEU) organized a seminar titled “Cranfield Manufacturing Research and Education” on 23 October 2018 at SEU Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka.

Dr. Muhibul Haque Bhuyan, Chairman, Dept. of EEE delivered the Welcome Speech. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the seminar while Prof. Rajkumar Roy, Director of Manufacturing, Academic & Business Support, Cranfield University, Bradford, UK delivered the Keynote Speech. Among others, Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office, faculty members and students of Architecture, Textile and EEE departments were present in the seminar.

Southeast University (SEU) Career and Professional Development Services Department (CPDS) organized a workshop titled “Career Success Program (CSP)” on 25 October 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka.

Mr. G. Sumdany Don, Chief Inspirational Officer of Don Sumdany Facilitation and Consultancy, Mr. Mahbubur Rahman, Head of Human Resources, DHL Global Forwarding and Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS were the trainers of the workshop. A total number of 150 students participated in the workshop. Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin conducted the first part of the workshop. He explained how to make an eye-catching resume & cover letter, difference between CV & resume, business communication etiquette and presentation skills.

Mr. Mahbubur Rahman conducted the second session. He discussed employability skills, job searching techniques and interview techniques. Mr. G. Sumdany Don conducted the last part of the session. He gave an overview of job market in the context of Bangladesh. He explained different nitty-gritty of a resume, tools of resume selection process and importance of soft skills.
Southeast University (SEU) organized a “Discussion Session and Doa Mahfil” on the eve of “The Holy Eid-E-Miladunnabi (SM)” on 20 November 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU presided over the program while Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar of SEU delivered the Welcome Speech. Dr. Mohammad Faruque, Chairman, Department of Islamic Studies also took part in the discussion and conducted the Doa Mahfil.

Among others, Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, Deans, Chairmen, Directors, faculty members and officials of academic and non-academic departments were present in the program.

Chairman of Textile Engineering Department of SEU Attended an Anniversary Program in China

Prof. Syed Fakhrul Hassan, Chairman of Textile Engineering Department of Southeast University (SEU) attended the 60th anniversary program of Wuhan Textile University, China at their campus on 18 October 2018. The aim & objectives of the program was to share the research knowledge and experience of global Textile Industry.

On behalf of SEU, he joined the Historical Formation Ceremony of The Higher Education Alliance at Wuhan Textile University and signed at the signing event along with 26 other universities. He also visited Huazhong University of Science and Technology, China and talked with the higher authorities of the university on 22 October 2018.

Workshop on How to Write a Research Proposal

A Workshop on "How to Write a Research Proposal" organized by IQAC of Southeast University (SEU) in association with Southeast Business School (SBS), was held on 25 October 2018. All non-PhD Assistant Professors, Senior Lecturers and Lecturers of SBS participated in the workshop. Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, SEU and Dean, SBS was the Resource Person of this workshop. Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Assistant Professor and Director, BBA Program inaugurated the workshop. Among others, Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director, IQAC and Dr. Syed Abdulla Al Mamun, Director, IRT also attended the workshop.

Workshop on “How to Write a Dissertation/Internship Report” for MBA Students

SBS organized a workshop on “How to Write a Dissertation/Internship Report” for MBA students on 7 November, 2018. The Program was attended by Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Dean, SBS & Pro Vice Chancellor, SEU, Mr. A.S. Nooruddin Ahmed, Asst. Prof. and Director, MBA Program and Tarafder Md. Mehedi Al Masud, Asst. Prof. & Coordinator, MBA (R & E) Program. Mr. Syed Abdulla Al Mamun, Associate Professor, SBS and Director, IRT was the resource person.
Intra University Futsal Competition 2018 Begins at SEU

Southeast University (SEU) has started a three-days long Intra University Futsal Competition from 22 November 2018 at SEU Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka. Mr. Kaiser Hamid, Former player of Bangladesh National Football Team was the Chief Guest at the inaugural ceremony.

Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU, Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Member of BoT, SEUT, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, Maj Gen Kazi Fakruddin Ahmed (Retd.), Registrar, faculty members and students also attended the program. A total of 16 teams from different departments of the university are participating in the competition.

Degree Completion Ceremony of 39th Batch of Southeast Business School at SEU

39th batch of Southeast Business School (SBS) of Southeast University (SEU) organized a “Degree Completion Ceremony” on 27 November 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the program while Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative Member of BoT, SEUT was present as Chief Guest. Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office was the Guest of Honor and Prof. Dr. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor was present as Special Guest. Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd.), Registrar of SEU was present at the ceremony. Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Assistant Professor and Director (BBA Program) was also present along with faculty members of SBS in the ceremony. A cultural fest was organized followed by a music program.

Faculty of SBS Attended a Workshop

Dr. Farhana Ferdousi, Assistant Professor of School of Business Studies (SBS) of Southeast University (SEU) recently participated in a Workshop on “A global perspective on financial inclusion: methodologies and innovations” on 2 October 2018 in IBA, University of Dhaka. The broader goal of the workshop was to raise awareness among the stakeholders on the diversified aspects related to financial inclusion and to develop a platform for an effective research, documentation and evidence creation on the financial inclusion.

A Government organization a2i along with UNDP, USAID, ICT division and Dhaka University organized the program. The program started with a research plan presentation from the officials of BILL & MELINDA GATES Foundation and researchers from different universities shared their views to add values in such research.

Study Tour

The tour was organized in order to facilitate practical learning for the students. The students gained knowledge regarding industrial production, assembly lines, working environment in garments, marketing strategies and importance of overall RMG (Ready-made Garments) sector in export earnings of Bangladesh.

A number of 25 students got the privilege to make the visit. Dr. Kazi Tanvir Mahmud, Assistant Professor, Department of Economics accompanied the students. The study tour was highly beneficial for the students to learn from practical and concurrent perspectives.
Southeast University Moot Court Society (SEUMCS) organized ‘8th Intra Department Moot Court Competition’ from 23 to 24 November 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Banani, Dhaka. Selected 10 teams consists of 2 Mooters were participated in the competition. Ms. Anjuman Ara Lima, Advocate, Supreme Court of Bangladesh, Mr. Tahsin Khan, Asst. Professor, Notre Dame University of Bangladesh, as well as some alumnus of SEU Law department acted as adjudicators. The final round was adjudicated by Mr. Justice. Md. Miftah Uddin Choudhury and Barrister Naser Alom, Advocate, Supreme Court of Bangladesh and Mr. Shihab Uddin, Judicial Magistrate, Patuakhali. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU was the chair in the prize giving ceremony where Mr. Justice. Md. Miftah Uddin Choudhury was the Chief Guest.

Southeast University Business Innovation Forum (SEUBIF) organized a program titled “Food Carnival 2018” and the prize giving ceremony on 2 December 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative of the Board of Trustees, Southeast University Trust, Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor and Dean of SBS and Maj Gen Kazi Fakruddin Ahmed (Retd.), Registrar attended the program as Special Guests and Judge. Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Director of BBA Program and Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS also attended the program. Dr. Farhana Ferdousi, Moderator of SEUBIF guided the whole ceremony effectively.

Ms. Latifa Sultana, Lecturer, Architecture Department of Southeast University (SEU) was invited in an international conference to present her research paper titled “Adaption of Tensile Architecture in Tropical Monsoon Climate” held on 23 and 24 August 2018 at Bali, Indonesia. She took this opportunity to be there and present her paper in-front of the Architects globally came from different parts of the world. She represented Bangladesh and Southeast University in this International platform.
Institute of Research & Training (IRT) of Southeast University (SEU) organized a workshop on "Publishing Strategies for Novice Researchers: The Roads Less Travelled" on 11 October 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU inaugurated the workshop. Dr. Md. Mahfuzur Rahman, Assistant Professor, Department of Finance and Banking, University of Malaya was the Resource Person.

Among others, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar, Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean, School of Science & Engineering, Dr. Siddiquil Islam, Chairman, Dept. of Pharmacy, Dr. Mohammad Faruque, Chairman, Dept. of Islamic Studies and Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Director of BBA Program were present in the workshop.

Certificate Giving Ceremony of Creative IT Institute at SEU

A certificate giving ceremony of Creative IT Institute, a leading IT training center in Bangladesh provides ISO:9001 standard and quality training to its students, held on 12 December 2018 at SEU Conference Room, Banani, Dhaka. A total of 16 students were awarded certificates for successful completion of an advanced training course on 'Digital Marketing' at Creative IT Institute.

Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU handed over certificates to the participants where Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative Member of BoT, SEU Trust, Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd.), Registrar, Mr. Mohammad Imtiaz, Director of BCPR, and Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS were present from SEU authority.

Mr. Md. Monir Hosen, CEO, Mr. Nazib Rafe, Head of Business Development and Mr. Golam Mostofa Imon, Head of Digital Marketing were present on behalf of Creative IT Institute.

Active Citizen Youth Leadership Training at SEU

A four-day long training titled "Active Citizen Youth Leadership Training" jointly organized by the Hunger Project and British Council in association with Southeast University Business Innovation Forum from 25 to 28 October 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. A number of 32 students took part in the training session and they were taught about leadership skills and their duties toward society. The purpose of the training was to create effective future leaders and make them capable of doing something for society.

During the training Active Citizens took two ‘Social Action Projects’ where they will work for the old aged people by visiting old age home and they will contribute to the environment by selling plants. The participants will take part in the mentioned service projects for the
Workshops on: “NoSQL and its application” and “Bigdata Analytics” at SEU

The Department of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) organized a day long workshop on 25 October 2018 at CSE Department, Banani, Dhaka. The main motive of the workshop was to share the current trends in Data Science with the faculty members of Computer Science and Engineering.

Closing Ceremony
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56 teams from different colleges and universities across the country participated in the competition where Rajuk Uttara Model College and BAF Shaheen College, Dhaka won the Champion and Runner up Trophy in the college level and Rajshahi University Moot Court Society and Bangladesh University of Textiles Debate Club won the Champion and Runner up Trophy in the university level respectively.

Best speaker from both levels and Debater of the Tournament also awarded Best speaker from both levels and the university level respectively.

The Champion and Runner up Trophy in University of Textiles Debate Club won Moot Court Society and Bangladesh college level and Rajshahi University Champion and Runner up Trophy in the Shaheen College, Dhaka won the Rajuk Uttara Model College and BAF part participated in the competition where universities across the country
56 teams from different colleges and universities.

Department of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) organized a day long workshop on 25 October 2018 at CSE Department, Banani, Dhaka. The main motive of the workshop was to share the current trends in Data Science with the faculty members of Computer Science and Engineering.

Mathematical Olympiad
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Mathematics Olympiad was beneficiary for the local students of Trishal to create a trend to participate in such activities. Computer Club of Southeast University worked along with the ScienceTech, a club from the College to organize the event in a festive mode. The weather was gloomy and rainy but there was no lack of enthusiasm among the students who participated.

Two faculty members from CSE department of SEU attended the event along with three members from SEU Computer Club and numerous members from ScienceTech, the local club. Around 400 students of the institute attended the Olympiad.

Brain Engineering
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different universities, Marketing Directors and General Managers from over 100 organizations including ACI Group, Nitol Motors, Getco, Meghna Group and PRAN-RFL Group were present in the event. SM Mahabub Alam, Managing Director of MassiveStar Studio Ltd and President of Brain Engineering Forum, discussed brain science, neuropsychology, neuromarketing, neuromanagement and its impact on management and marketing processes.
Southeast University Computer Club in association with Tirzok Private Ltd. organized a seminar on "Cloud Computing and Data Science" on 3 December 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. They presented current Enterprise practices such as Big Data & Analytics, Machine Learning, Distributed Storage System etc. to the participants.

Mr. Shuvra Sarker, General Secretary SEU Computer Club inaugurated the event. Mr. Ariful Hossain, CTO & Data Scientist of Tirzok, presented Machine Learning methods to the participants. He was then followed by Mr. Anower Perves, Software Engineer of Tirzok, who provided useful information about Big Data. At the end, Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M. S. Haque, Dean, School of Science & Engineering expressed his gratitude to the Computer Club for arranging the seminar and handed over a crest to Mr. Anower Perves.

Southeast University Language and Literature Club organized an Intra University Quiz Competition “sQuiz Up…!” and the Literature Club participated in the contest with the vote of thanks by the Moderator of the event.

Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS and Dept. of Career & Professional Development Services (CPDS) and Dept. of Admission & Promotion of Southeast University jointly organized a daylong training on Skills Development for SEU Brand Ambassadors on 1 November 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Permanent Campus, Tejgaon Dhaka.

Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative member of BoT, SEUT and Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU graced the program with their kind presence. Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS organized a daylong training on Skills Development for SEU Brand Ambassadors on 1 November 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Permanent Campus, Tejgaon Dhaka.

Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative member of BoT, SEUT and Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU graced the program with their kind presence. Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS provided useful information about Big Data. At the end, Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M. S. Haque, Dean, School of Science & Engineering expressed his gratitude to the Computer Club for arranging the seminar and handed over a crest to Mr. Anower Perves.

Southeast University Brand Ambassadors attended Skill Development Program. Hon’ble Dean, SSE presenting the crest to Mr. Anower Perves

Southeast Business School (SBS) of Southeast University (SEU) organized a workshop and contest on “Public Speaking” on 31 October and 1 November 2018 at Banani, Dhaka. Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Asst. Professor & Director of BBA Program, inaugurated the session. Ms. Mayeesha Fairuz Rahman and Ms. Faieza Chowdhury, Lecturers of SBS were the organizers and the Resource Persons of the workshop. On the first day of the workshop, students were given imperative guidelines.

At the end, prizes were handed over to the winners by Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro-Vice Chancellor & Dean, SBS, SEU. Ms. Rema Rani Paul, Mr. Ahsan Ullah and Mr. Saiful Islam became champion, first runner up and second runner up of the contest respectively.
Southeast University Language and Literature Club organized an Intra University Quiz Competition “sQuiz Up…!” and the Grand Finale of the contest was held on 28 November 2018 at the Seminar Hall of the SEU Main Building, Banani, Dhaka.

The Contest was held in three rounds. First one was the surprise quiz. Through this process, 40 students were selected for the second round which was held on 20 November. The quiz was about Bangla and English word meaning, spelling bee, tongue twister and some basic questions on both language and literature.

There were five rounds in the Grand Finale: Rapid Fire Round with 1 minute for each participant, Buzzer Round, Spelling Bee, Creative Writing, and The Judge’s Round where the Chief Judge of the contest, Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU asked scholarly questions to the contestants. Other respected judges were Prof. Dr. AFM Maizul Islam, Adviser to BOT and Head of BOT Office, Board of Trustees, Southeast University Trust, Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director, IQAC and Prof. Dr. AKM Waliul Islam, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences. Hon’ble Chief Judge announced the name of the Champion, Faisal Sarker, Department of CSE, 1st Runner-Up, Muntasir Mahmud, Department of English, and 2nd Runner Up, Juairia Farzana Sumiya, Department of English, and gave the winners crests. The program ended with the vote of thanks by the Moderator of SEU Language and Literature Club.

SBS of SEU organized a workshop on “Orientation of Internship Report Writing” on 26 November, 2018. Ms. Tahsin Farzana Jisun, Ms. Kamrunnahar and Ms. Afreen Ahmad Hasnain, Lecturers of SBS were resource persons of the program.

Model United Nations
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Model United Nations Association (DUMUNA).
Later on they were given a token of appreciation by Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU, Professor Dr. AFM Maizul Islam, Adviser, Bot & Head of Bot Office, SEUT and Mr. Kazi Ali Reza, Former Officer In-Charge, United Nations Information Centre (UNIC).

sQuiz Up…! at SEU
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contestants. Other respected judges were Prof. Dr. AFM Maizul Islam, Adviser to BOT and Head of BOT Office, Board of Trustees, Southeast University Trust, Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director, IQAC and Prof. Dr. AKM Waliul Islam, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences. Hon’ble Chief Judge announced the name of the Champion, Faisal Sarker, Department of CSE, 1st Runner-Up, Muntasir Mahmud, Department of English, and 2nd Runner Up, Juairia Farzana Sumiya, Department of English, and gave the winners crests. The program ended with the vote of thanks by the Moderator of SEU Language and Literature Club.

Inter-Section Accounting
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conducted the program. The Quiz Competition was judged by Mr. Md. Mohiman and Mr. Abdullah Al Masud, Lecturers of SBS. Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, SEU and Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Director of BBA program handed over certificates to all the participants at the end.
Department of Economics of Southeast University (SEU) organized a day-long Indoor Games Competition on 11 October 2018. The competition took place in the basement of Building-4, Southeast University. Ms. Madiha Khan, Chairman, Department of Economics inaugurated the event. Students of the department participated in table tennis, chess, carom and ludo. The faculty members were also present. A sporting and delightful atmosphere prevailed the whole day.

Trophies and medals were distributed among the champions and runners-up. Students opined that these kind of events can break the monotony of regular classes and build sporting qualities among them.

HR and Business
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speaker of the learning event. The panel speakers were Mr. Md. Manjur Hossain Jamadder, Associate Head- Corporate HR & Admin of Perfetti Van Melle Bangladesh Pvt. Ltd, Mr. Md. Jahangir Nobi, GM- HR & Admin of Provita Group, and Mr. Shibli Hossain Ahmad, Head of HR, GETCO Limited.

A total of 100 HR professionals from different renowned national and multinational companies attended the seminar. Mr. Mohammad Imtiaj, Director of BCPR, Major Asifur Rahman Mahi (Retd), Deputy Registrar- HR of SEU & Dr. Farhana Ferdousi, Assistant Professor of SBS, SEU were present among others.

Institute of Research
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Tanvir Mahmud, Asst Professor & Member, EC of IRT Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Asst. Professor & Director BBA, Dr. Farhana Ferdousi, Member, EC of IRT and Assistant Professor of School of Business Studies were also present in the program.
Dr. Farhana Ferdousi, Assistant Professor of School of Business Studies (SBS) of Southeast University (SEU) was invited in an International Conference with full scholarship to present her research paper titled “Role of Social Business in Women Entrepreneurship Development in Bangladesh: Perspectives from Grameen Telecom Trust” held on 6 to 7 November 2018 at Wolfsburg, Germany. The paper was also co-authored by a social business practitioner Ms. Parveen Mahmud, FCA, Managing Director, Grameen Telecom Trust. The paper received wide appreciation for collaboration between practicing firm and academic researcher which will help to design appropriate policy framework. She presented her paper in front of the researchers, academicians and other business professionals from 55 different countries of the world. She represented Bangladesh and Southeast University in this International platform.

Southeast University (SEU) won the Championship of “1st International Education, Career and Cultural Champion Trophy On Global Tourism 2018” in Group Multimedia Presentation about Digital Tourism jointly organized by Federation of Hospitality, Tourism & Management (FOHTM) and Dhaka University (DU) Tourism & Hospitality Management Department on 30 & 31 October 2018 at Faculty of Business Studies (FBS) Auditorium, DU. Team DU was the runners up of the competition.

Alumni Get Together

The workshop was conducted by MUN Trainers who are representatives of MUN Fraternity of Bangladesh from different Model UN organizations. The Mun Trainers were Mr. Tajwar Quasem, Co-Coordinator of United Nations Youth and Student Association Bangladesh (UNYSAB), Mr. Bakhtiyar Habib, President of Northsouth University Model United Nations Club (NSUMUNC) and Mr. Kashafat Ahsan, Executive Member of Dhaka University

To make the students of SEU familiar with the academic simulation of United Nations, Southeast University International Affairs Forum (SEUIAF) organized a workshop on 25 November 2018 at the SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Model United Nations, also known as Model UN or MUN, is an educational simulation and academic activity in which students can learn about diplomacy, international relations, and the United Nations.

Hon’ble VC and Adviser, BoT in the workshop

A seminar on “Expectation of Employers from a Textile Engineer” also held. Among other Prof. Dr. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor, Mr. M Ferdous Islam, Country Director, SVANTEX Asia Ltd, Ms. Porni Mazumder, Manager (HR & Admin), Marks & Spencer, Bangladesh, Mr. Kamal Uddin Ahmed, Executive Director, Unifill Textile, Md. Reza -E-Rabbi, COO, Blue Creation Ltd. and Mr. Shah Md. Junayed, General Manager (operation), Givensee Group spoke on the occasion. At the end of this session Vice Chancellor distributed Crests among the guests and faculty members involved with activities of the Alumni. The program ended with colorful cultural program by the participation of Alumni, current students and other renowned artists.
An Inter-Section Accounting Quiz Competition was held on 6 December, 2018 at SEU Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. The main objective of this competition was to encourage the best students in every class to take leadership roles in life. Initially, faculties undertaking Financial Accounting course for Fall Semester 2018 have selected best students from their respective sections. Then the best students represented their respective section and participated in Inter-Section Quiz Competition. There were three rounds in the Quiz Competition: Round 1-Bookworm, Round 2-Rapid Fire and Round 3-Open Challenge. At the end of the Quiz Competition, Section 2 won the Championship title as the best section. Ms. Faieza Chowdhury and Ms. Afroza Sultana, Lecturers of SBS participated in Inter-Section Quiz Competition.

Southeast University (SEU) Career and Professional Development Services (CPDS) Department in association with Glass Door CES organized “Career Acceleration Program” on 5 November at SEU Seminar Hall, Banani, Dhaka. Mr. Sadat Shams, CEO of Glass Door CES, conducted the workshop. He introduced the required employability skills for international companies like Augmedix. The Glass CES will conduct a long course which will cover the English language for executives, business communication techniques, business report writing, preparing resume/CV and cover-letter, facing an interview, MS office for executives, and LOM. Mr. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS was present in the workshop and spoke about the importance of choosing the right career goal.

Eighteen groups participated in the contest with their projects and frames. Titles of the projects that won the 1st, 2nd and 3rd prizes were “Automatic Power Control of a Building in case of Earthquake”, “Smart Traffic Control” and “Automatic Transfer Switch” respectively. Faculty members of EEE Department and a good number of students participated and visited the stalls and booths.

More than 100 SEU students from the different departments participated in the session. The session covered the topics like- tips & tricks to face an interview, present situation of the share market, conditions to be maintained before investment. The IDLC Asset Management Ltd. collected resume from SEU students for a part-time job. SEU students will also get the opportunity to do their internship at IDLC Asset Management Ltd.
Southeast University (SEU) Career & Professional Development Services (CPDS) arranged an On-Campus Recruiting (OCR) program on 30 October 2018 at SEU Conference Room, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. The recruitment interview was conducted by Cloudexis Technologies Ltd.- a concern of Iso Tech Group. Mr. Muhammad Shafayet Hussain, Deputy General Manager, HR & Administration, Iso Tech Group, Mr. Imran Hossain, Assistant General Manager, Cloudexis Technologies Ltd, Mr. Sabbir Hossain, Senior Manager, Cloudexis Technologies Ltd, Mr. Sheikh Md. Rony, Team Leader (Call Center)

SEU Computer Club
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Institute of Research & Training (IRT) of Southeast University (SEU) in collaboration with Department of Pharmacy, SEU organized a Research Paper presentation session in the name of “Research Adda” on 13 September, 2018 at Seminar Library of Pharmacy Department Banani, Dhaka.

The program started with the welcome speech by Dr. Syed Abdulla Al Mamun, Director of IRT. Dr. A. K. M. Moyeenul Huq, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Pharmacy presented his research work titled ‘Health Benefit of a Phytoestrogen Containing Herb as Potential Phytotherapy in Post-menopausal Women’. Eighteen faculty members and 10 students from Pharmacy department were present in the program and participated in interactive discussion on different aspects of presented paper and research issues. Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean, School of Science and Engineering and Dr. Md. Siddiquil Islam, Chairman, Department of Pharmacy were also present in the program.

Institute of Research and Training Organized “Research Adda”

Guests and participants attending the presentation ceremony

Southeast University (SEU) Electrical & Electronic Engineering (EEE) Club organized a program titled “PowerPoint Presentation Competition and Microcontroller Workshop Prize Giving Ceremony” on 24 October 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka. Among top 8 teams, one best team and two Runners-up team was selected by the respected judges. Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean, School of Science & Engineering (SSE) and Chairman, Department of Computer Science & Engineering attended the program as the Chief Guest.

Dr. Muhibul Haque Bhuyan, Chairman, Dept. of EEE and Mr. Abdullah Al Mahfazur Rahman, Moderator of EEE Club guided the program. More than 100 SEU students from the different departments participated in the session. The session covered the topics like- tips & tricks to face an interview, present situation of the share market, conditions to be maintained before investment. The IDLC Asset Management Ltd. collected resume from SEU students for a part-time job. SEU students will also get the opportunity to do their internship at IDLC Asset Management Ltd.

PowerPoint Presentation Competition & Microcontroller Workshop Prize Giving Ceremony at SEU

Students taking part in the interview session

Institute of Research and Training (IRT) of Southeast University (SEU) in collaboration with Department of Pharmacy, SEU organized a Research Paper presentation session in the name of “Research Adda” on 13 September, 2018 at Seminar Library of Pharmacy Department Banani, Dhaka.

The program started with the welcome speech by Dr. Syed Abdulla Al Mamun, Director of IRT. Dr. A. K. M. Moyeenul Huq, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Pharmacy presented his research work titled ‘Health Benefit of a Phytoestrogen Containing Herb as Potential Phytotherapy in Post-menopausal Women’. Eighteen faculty members and 10 students from Pharmacy department were present in the program and participated in interactive discussion on different aspects of presented paper and research issues. Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean, School of Science and Engineering and Dr. Md. Siddiquil Islam, Chairman, Department of Pharmacy were also present in the program.

SEU Computer Club
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the world to participate and show their talent in the field of computer programming.

Professor Dr. Abul Lias M.S. Haque, Dean, SSE & Chairman of CSE Department along with Mr. Shahriar Manzoor, Associate Professor, Department of CSE and Mr. Monirul Hasan, Senior Lecturer & Coordinator, Department of CSE attended the contest attended the contest as problem setters. 4 teams were from Southeast University attended the contest. A number of 298 teams across the country from different universities participated in this contest.

On-Campus Recruiting (OCR) Program at SEU

Students taking part in the interview session

Institute of Research and Training (IRT) of Southeast University (SEU) in collaboration with Department of Pharmacy, SEU organized a Research Paper presentation session in the name of “Research Adda” on 13 September, 2018 at Seminar Library of Pharmacy Department Banani, Dhaka.

The program started with the welcome speech by Dr. Syed Abdulla Al Mamun, Director of IRT. Dr. A. K. M. Moyeenul Huq, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Pharmacy presented his research work titled ‘Health Benefit of a Phytoestrogen Containing Herb as Potential Phytotherapy in Post-menopausal Women’. Eighteen faculty members and 10 students from Pharmacy department were present in the program and participated in interactive discussion on different aspects of presented paper and research issues. Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M.S. Haque, Dean, School of Science and Engineering and Dr. Md. Siddiquil Islam, Chairman, Department of Pharmacy were also present in the program.
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the world to participate and show their talent in the field of computer programming.

Professor Dr. Abul Lias M.S. Haque, Dean, SSE & Chairman of CSE Department along with Mr. Shahriar Manzoor, Associate Professor, Department of CSE and Mr. Monirul Hasan, Senior Lecturer & Coordinator, Department of CSE attended the contest attended the contest as problem setters. 4 teams were from Southeast University attended the contest. A number of 298 teams across the country from different universities participated in this contest.
Southeast University Language and Literature Club organized an Intra University Quiz Competition “sQuiz Up...!” and the Grand Finale of the contest was held on 28 November 2018 at the Seminar Hall of the SEU Main Building, Banani, Dhaka.

The Contest was held in three rounds. First one was the surprise quiz. Through this process, 40 students were selected for the second round which was held on 20 November. The quiz was about Bangla and English word meaning, spelling bee, tongue twister and some basic questions on both language and literature.

There were five rounds in the Grand Finale: Rapid Fire Round with 1 minute for each participant, Buzzer Round, Spelling Bee, Creative Writing, and The Judge’s Round where the Chief Judge of the contest, Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU asked scholarly questions to the contestants. Other respected judges were Prof. Dr. AFM Mazhul Islam, Adviser to BOT and Head of BOT Office, Board of Trustees, Southeast University Trust, Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director, IQAC and Prof. Dr. AKM Waliul Islam, Dean, School of Arts and Social Sciences. Hon’ble Chief Judge announced the name of the Champion, Faisal Sarker, Department of CSE, 1st Runner-Up, Muntasir Mahmud, Department of English, and 2nd Runner Up, Juairia Farzana Sumiya, Department of English, and gave the winners crests. The program ended with the vote of thanks by the Moderator of SEU Language and Literature Club.

Department of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) in association with Computer Club of Southeast University (SEU) organized a seminar titled “Big Data Analysis” on 11 December 2018 at the SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Faculty members and selected students from CSE department participated in the seminar. The workshop was conducted by keynote speaker Mr. Md. Mijanur Rahman, Assistant Professor, CSE, SEU. Mr. Syed Almas Kabir President, BASIS and CEO MetroNet Bangladesh Limited was the Chief Guest and Mr. Iqbal Ahmed Fakhrul Hasan, CEO, Divine IT limited was the Special Guest.

Mr. M Maksudur Rahman Bhuiyan, Additional Director, International Cooperation and Collaboration, University Grants Commission of Bangladesh was the Guest of Honor. Mr. Shahriar Manzoor Associate Professor of CSE Department chaired the workshop. Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative of BoT, SEUT and Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU were present in the workshop and handed over the crests to the respective guests.

Prize Giving Ceremony of Economics Department at SEU

Hon’ble VC handed over the trophy to the winner of the competition

Department of Economics of Southeast University (SEU) organized a “Prize Giving Ceremony” to distribute prizes among the winners of Indoor Games Competition 2017 & 2018 and Outdoor Cricket Match 2018 on 4 December 2018 at the SEU Conference Room, Banani, Dhaka.

Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU distributed the prizes among the winners. Prof. Dr. M. A. Hakim, Director of IQAC, Ms. Madiha khan, Chairman, Department of Economics, faculty members and winners of different events of Economics Department were present in the ceremony.

Hon’ble Vice Chancellor appreciated the department for their continuous efforts to arrange numerous co-curricular and extra-curricular activities throughout the year. He commented these events will break the monotony of regular studies, develop sporting qualities among the students and motivate them to move forward.

On-Campus Recruiting (OCR)
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Cloudexis Technologies Ltd. & Jessy Indira Biswas, Manager, HR & Administration, Iso Tech Group conducted the interview of 91 SEU students. A total of 31 candidates were selected for 7 days long training. After completion of the training session, they will be qualified as Customer Service Representatives (CSR) for the company.
Career Development Workshop at SEU

Southeast University (SEU) Career & Professional Development Services (CPDS) Department and MBA Program jointly organized a “Career Development Workshop” on 6 November 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Banani, Dhaka. Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS inaugurated the workshop.

Ms. Shamima Akhtar Khanom, Head of Human Resources Department, Niloy Motors Limited, a concern of Nitol-Niloy Group was the resource person of the workshop. She discussed the current and future corporate market in Bangladesh, resume writing, interview techniques, and future employability skills.

A total of 120 SEU students from different departments participated in the workshop. Nitol-Niloy Group collected CVs of fresh graduates of SEU during the workshop for possible employment at Nitol-Niloy Group. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor and Mr. A.S. Nooruddin Ahmed, Director of MBA Program were present in the closing ceremony and distributed certificates among the participants of the workshop.

SEU Debate Club Organized a Learning Session on People Skills

Southeast University Debate Club (SEUDC) organized a Learning Session on people skills on 18 November 2018 for the Volunteers of upcoming ‘SEUDC National Debate Championship 2018’ at SEU permanent campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka. The main session was conducted by Mr. Jamal Uddin Jamy, Deputy Director of CPDS. He discussed behavior and approaches to be practiced by the volunteers during the championship. Mr. Navid Anjum, Ex. General Secretary of SEUDC shared his experience about arranging a National Event. Mr. Rohan Rahman, President of SEUDC coordinated the learning session.

A number of 120 SEU students from different departments of SEU attended the session to prepare themselves to have a successful National Debate Championship at Southeast University arena for the first time.

Degree Completion Ceremony of 25th Batch of Pharmacy Dept. at SEU

25th batch of Pharmacy Department of Southeast University (SEU) organized a ‘Degree Completion Ceremony’ on 13 December 2018 at SEU Pharmacy Department, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Vice Chancellor of SEU chaired the program. Dr. Md. Siddiquil Islam, Chairman, Department of Pharmacy delivered the welcome speech.

Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative Member of BoT, SEUT also addressed in the program. Among others, Mr. Mohammad Imtiaz, Director of BCPR, faculty members and a good number of students from Pharmacy Department attended the ceremony. Later on prizes were distributed to the winners of Annual Sports Program 2018 of Pharmacy Department followed by a cultural program.

PowerPoint Presentation
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whole program. All participant received certificates from the respected guests. The prize-giving ceremony of 1st Microcontroller Workshop also held on the same date & venue. The students from the department of EEE who attended this workshop received certificates and prizes.
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and also who it can be beneficiary for them in their professional lives.

Ms. Roksana Akter Jolly, Assistant Professor of CSE department was present in the event. Mr. Kazi Fozle Azim Rabi and Mr. Syed Intiser Ahsan, ex-students of SEU and former ACM ICPC contestants, currently working as Software Developers in different companies, were the speakers. They shared their experiences in the session. They also provided helpful guidance about improving oneself in programming contests.
Department of Textile Engineering of Southeast University (SEU) has organized a workshop on "Curriculum of B.Sc. in Textile Engineering Program" on 27 November, 2018 at SEU Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka. Prof. Syed Fakhrul Hassan, Chairman of Textile Engineering Department presided over the program. Dr. ANM Ahmed Ullah, Associate Professor, initiated the workshop with welcome speech and Dr. Syed Atiqur Rahman, Associate Professor and Coordinator presented the existing curriculum of B.Sc. in Textile Engineering.

Prof. Dr. Engr. Aftab Uddin Hossain Chowdhury, Director, Sinha Spinning Group, Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nobi Khan, Pro Vice Chancellor, BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT), Prof. Dr. Engr. Md. Zulhash Uddin, Dean, Faculty of Textile Chemical Engineering, Bangladesh University of Textiles (BUTex)

Southeast University (SEU) Textile Club in association with the Department of Textile Engineering and CPDS Department organized a lecture session on "Industrial Experience Sharing" on 2 December 2018 at the SEU Seminar Hall, Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka.

Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro-Vice Chancellor, graced the session as the Chief Guest. Two SEU alumni- Mr. K. M. Faridul Hasan, Production Manager (Dyeing) of Esquel Garments (Vietnam) Co. Ltd. and Mr. Rashed Hossain, Textile Designer of Metro Knitting & Dyeing Mills Ltd. shared their practical experiences in the session. A good number of students from Textile Engineering Department attended the lecture session along with the members of SEU Textile Club.
A workshop on English at workplace and Business Communication has successfully conducted by the Word Academy for Research and Development (WARD) on 23 November 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. The seminar was closely supported by the Career and Professional Development Services (CPDS) of Southeast University (SEU). About 130 corporate people including SEU officials participated in the workshop. The entire participants got an overview on uses of Business English in Corporate environment. Ms. Tiash Mahjabin facilitated the workshop. Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS, Mr. Mohammad Nur Hossain, Assistant Registrar of Academic Department and Mr. Md. Faruquzzaman, Assistant Director of CPDS participated from SEU among others.

Institutional Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) of Southeast University (SEU) organized a workshop titled "Outcome - Based Education" for the faculty members on 27 October 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director of IQAC also addressed in the seminar. A total number of 85 faculty members participated in the workshop.
A training on ‘Financial Modeling and Valuation’ took place on December 10, 2018 at SBS Computer Lab, Banani, Dhaka. A total of 20 students from the BBA Finance Major Course ‘Financial Market & Institution’ took part in the training.

The participants have learnt about the importance of a financial model as well as the skills and steps needed to make a financial model in Microsoft Excel and how the model can be used to lead to a valuation of a listed Bangladeshi company based on Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) and Relative Valuation method. Students were provided copies of training documents for further practice. The training session was conducted by Mr. Abdullah Al Masud, Lecturer, School of Business Studies of Southeast University.

Institute of Research & Training Organized Research Adda

More than 100 SEU students from the different departments participated in the session. The session covered the topics like- tips & tricks to face an interview, present situation of the share market, conditions to be maintained before investment. The IDLC Asset Management Ltd. collected resume from SEU students for a part-time job. SEU students will also get the opportunity to do their internship at IDLC Asset Management Ltd.

Students from CSE department of Southeast University (SEU) in association with the Computer Club attended in “ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest” on 5 October 2018 at SEU CSE Department, Banani, Dhaka. Students of undergraduate levels participated in the contest worldwide. The preliminary contest was arranged in online on Code marshal. The contestants attended the competition from their respective universities.

A number of 1485 teams from the different universities of Bangladesh participated in this competition. A total of 29 teams from SEU participated this year and four of them have been selected for the Dhaka Regional Onsite Final. SEU Revolution (116th), SEU Blank Space (180th), SEU RIVALS (440th) and SEU Nova (542nd) are going to participate in the Dhaka Regional Contest yet to be hosted at Daffodil International University, Ashulia Campus as they are the host of the Dhaka Regional Preliminary contest 2018.

Grand Finale
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Mr. Shahriar Ahmed, Mr. Mesbahuddin Puran and Ms. Afreen Sadia won the champion, 1st runner-up and 2nd runner-up title respectively. Later, crest and certificates were awarded to the winners by VC OF SEU and respectable guests. Among others, members of Movie & Drama Club attended the program.

Dr. Mohammad Abu Taher, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Law & Justice presented his research work on “The Role of Law Enforcement Agencies in Preventing Dowry-Related Crimes in Bangladesh and India”. All faculty members and a group of students of the Department of Law & Justice were present in the program. Md. Asraful Islam, Chairman, Dept. of Law & Justice, Dr. Talukder Golam Rabby Asst. Professor, Dept. of Economics, Dr. Kazi...
A Lecture Session on Career Development was conducted by the IDLC Asset Management Ltd. on 4 December 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Banani, Dhaka. The session was closely supported by the Department of Career and Professional Development Services (CPDS) of Southeast University (SEU).

Mr. Akhteruddin Mahmood, GM and Group Head of HR, IDLC Group, Mr. Kazi Mashook Ul Haq, COO, IDLC Asset Management Ltd. & Mr. Shafiqul Islam Sutirtha, Financial Planner and Channel Manager, IDLC Asset Management Ltd. were the Resource Persons of the session.

Institute of Research & Training (IRT) in collaboration with Dept. of Textile Engineering organized a Research Paper presentation session in the name of "Research Adda" on 29 November 2018 at SEU Permanent Campus, Tejgaon, Dhaka. The session was closely supported by the Department of Career and Professional Development Services (CPDS) of Southeast University (SEU).

Dr. A. N. M. Ahmed Ullah presenting his research paper

All faculty members and a group of students of the Textile Engineering Department were present at the program and participated in interactive discussion on different aspects of presented paper and various research issues. Prof. Syed Fakhrul Hassan, Chairman Dept. of Textile Engineering, and Dr. Farhana Ferdousi, Assistant Professor of School of Business Studies were also present in the program.

The Self Assessment Committee (SAC), CSE Department in collaboration with IQAC, SEU organized a workshop on “Improvement Plans” on 27 October, 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Banani, Dhaka. Mr. Md. Ashiqur Rahman, Assistant Professor, Department of CSE delivered the Welcome Speech. Mr. Monirul Hasan, Senior Lecturer of CSE shared the Self-Assessment Findings (survey results).

The improvement plans were presented by Shahriar Manzoor, Associate Professor, Department of CSE. Dr. Abul Lais M. S. Haque, Dean of School of Science & Engineering and Chairman of Computer Science and Engineering presented his observations and gave his opinions.

Workshop on “Transition from Campus to Corporate” on 26 November 2018. In this workshop Ms. Sumaya Murshed, Head of HR, MGH Group and Mr. A.K.M Moshirul Rahman Bhuiyan, Manager (OD & Admin), Intrade Group were the resource persons.
Department of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) organized a workshop titled "Outcome-Based Education (OBE)" on 26 October 2018 at CSE Department, Banani, Dhaka. Prof. Dr. Abul Lais M. S. Haque, Dean of School of Science & Engineering and Chairman, Department of Computer Science and Engineering.

SEU Computer Club organized a workshop on "Programming Contest" on 2 November 2018 at CSE Computer Lab, Banani, Dhaka. Programming contest includes coding and problem-solving. It is a game of brain that also helps programmers in the long run. A workshop took place on sports programming to motivate and inspire the new students of the Department of CSE to solve programming related problems. Participants who attended the workshop learned about the benefits of participating in programming contest.

Institutional Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC), SEU organized a training program on "Etiquette and Responsibilities for Non-Academic Office Support Staff (OSS)" on 26 October 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. A number of 100 OSS attended the training program. Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director of IQAC, coordinated the training. Mr. M. Aminoor, Management Counselor of Bangladesh Institute of Management (BIM) was the trainer. Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office and Maj Gen Kazi Fakhruddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar also addressed in the seminar. At the end of the training certificates were distributed to the participants by Prof. Dr. AFM Mafizul Islam, Adviser to BoT and Head of BoT Office in presence of Director, IQAC.

The Dhaka Oxford Synergy Ltd. (TDOS) in association with the SEU Computer Club organized a Seminar on "Cyber Security Awareness" on 5 November 2018, at the SEU Seminar Hall, Banani, Dhaka. The main objective of the event was to make the participants understand how they can stop their personal data being stolen on various social sites.

Mr. Hasan Tareque, Moderator of the SEU Computer Club inaugurated the event with a short speech and he was followed by Dr. Priom, Managing Director of TDOS, Mr. Tahir Khan, Chairman of TDOS and Ms. Samantha Childs, Academic Director of The Dhaka Oxford Synergy Ltd. The keynote speaker was Mr. Leo Jay, an expert on Cyber Security from the UK. He explained how a single person can give away his/her valuable data without even knowing it and how that can be harmful in many ways for them.

More than 100 participants including students, faculty members and staffs attended the event. Mr. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director of CPDS, SEU had the final words of the event thanking all the participants and the guests from TDOS.
Injustice in the end produces independence.
Grand Finale of “SEU Actor Hunt 2018” Held

Southeast University (SEU) Movie & Drama Club organized the Grand Finale of “SEU Actor Hunt 2018” competition on 3 November 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Ms. Biddya Sinha Mim, Eminent Film Actress & Alumni of SEU and Mr. Hasan Al Banna, Director and Alumni of SEU were the judges in the competition. Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Maj Gen Kazi Fakruuddin Ahmed (Retd), Registrar, Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul Hakim, Director of IQAC, Dr. Rakibul Hassan, Chairman, Department of Bangla and Dr. Jaesmin Ara, Moderator, IT Club, Adamjee Cantonment College graced the program with their presence. Ms. Shabnoor Faez, Moderator of Movie and Drama Club conducted the program.

Southeast Business School (SBS) organized a Workshop on “Accounts Management System” on 6 December 2018 at SEU Seminar Hall, Main Building, Banani, Dhaka. Dr. Rezbin Nahar, Director of BBA Program chaired the workshop while Mr. Mads Gadsgaard, CEO, CodersTrust Bangladesh was the Guest of Honor.

Ms. Afra Sanzana, Mentor, CodersTrust Bangladesh and Mr. Md. Tariqul Islam Manon, Career Advisor of CodersTrust Bangladesh were the Trainers. Later on, a discussion meeting was held at SEU Conference Room where Mr. M. Kamaluddin Chowdhury, Representative of BoT, SEUT, Prof. Dr. ANM Meshquat Uddin Vice Chancellor of SEU, Prof. Dr. Md. Abu Taher, Pro Vice Chancellor and Maj Gen Kazi Fakruuddin Ahmed (Retd.), Registrar attended.

Ms. Jubaida Gulshan Ara along with eminent scholars in the conference

Ms. Jubaida Gulshan Ara, Assistant Professor and Coordinator of Department of Architecture, Southeast University (SEU) has received “BEST PRESENTER AWARD” in the 5th International Conference on “Innovation Engineering and Management 2018 (ICIEM 18)” which was held from 28 to 30 December 2018 at Bandung, Indonesia. The conference was organized by International Postgraduate Network. The title of her research paper was “RAINWATER HARVESTING IN VARIED SIZES OF RESIDENTIAL PLOTS IN DHAKA CITY”. In this conference eminent scholars from all around the world came to present their papers and share their views. She represented Bangladesh and Southeast University in this International platform.

Day long Workshop

Delivered the Welcome Speech. The noteworthy initiatives taken by the Department of Computer Science and Engineering regarding OBE were discussed by Mr. Shahriar Manzoor, Associate Professor, Department of CSE and the responsibilities of the remaining tasks were shared among the senior faculty members of the department.

Mr. Monirul Hasan, Senior Lecturer of Department of CSE and Mr. Md. Ashiqu Rahman, Assistant Professor, Department of CSE addressed the different issues related to mapping the Course Learning Outcomes to the Program Learning Outcomes. The problems that are commonly faced while implementing OBE were discussed by Dr. Al-Sakib Khan Pathan, Associate Professor, Department of CSE. Faculty members of CSE department were present in the workshop.
About Southeast University

Southeast University (SEU) started its journey to the endless horizon of knowledge and enlightenment with a mission to provide world-class education at an affordable cost. Its vision is to flourish as a prestigious seat of learning in the South Asian region by providing ‘Quality Education’ of international standard focusing on the less privileged class in the society.

SEU began with only 107 students at Banani, the hub of Dhaka, is now embracing more than 12,000 students under 19 different programs which are designed, reviewed and updated by expert members from home and abroad.

Besides various campuses within Banani area & our newly constructed permanent campus located at Tejgaon, that houses Departments of Electrical & Electronic Engineering, Architecture and Textile Engineering. The university has collaborative agreements with several globally renowned universities from overseas.

As part of our social commitment, we provide up to full-free education for economically underprivileged students who are brilliant, ambitious and deeply engaged in learning.

We hope to groom the young minds of today for the leadership of tomorrow.

Southeast University is run by a number of administrative bodies and committees headed by the Hon’ble Vice Chancellor under the supervision of the Board of Trustees, Southeast University Trust.

Southeast Business School
BBA, MBA (Regular, Executive)

School of Science & Engineering
CSE, EEE, Textile, Architecture, Pharmacy

School of Arts & Social Sciences
LLB, Bangla, English, Economics, MDS

Accredited by

International Collaborations

Permanent Campus
251/A & 252, Tejgaon I/A, Dhaka-1208, Bangladesh
Tel: 8878502, 8878497, 8870474, 8870475, 8870476
Fax: 880-2-55034109, E-mail: info@seu.ac.bd

Building 2 (Administrative Building, Admission Office & Southeast Business School)
House-6, Road-18, Block-B, Banani, Dhaka-1213, Bangladesh
For Inquiry: 55034125-28, 55034192, Fax: 880-2-55034109
Only for Admission: 55034135, Ext: 223, 326, 330, 333, 341, 342
Cell: 01766348518, 01911781327, 01632261081
E-mail: admission@seu.ac.bd, seuadmissionbd@gmail.com
For more information, please visit
- www.seu.edu.bd
- www.facebook.com/seu.official.info

Building 1 (CSE)
A. R. Tower, 24, Kamal Ataturk Avenue, Banani, Dhaka

Building 3 (Bangla & Pharmacy)
House-95, Road-4, Block-B, Banani, Dhaka

Building 4 (English/Economics/MDS)
House-2/A, Road-23/A, Block-B, Banani, Dhaka

Building 5 (Law)
House-1, Road-17, Block-C, Banani, Dhaka

Creative Work by
Department of Branding, Communication & Public Relations (BCPR)